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Abstract
We investigate into the role of submodular functions in designing new heuristics and ap-
proximate algorithms to some NP-hard problems arising in the 3eld of VLSI Design Automa-
tion. In particular, we design and implement e6cient heuristic for improving a bipartition of
a graph in the sense of ratioCut (Discrete Appl. Math. 90 (1999) 3; 29th Annual Symposium
on Foundations of Computer Science, 1988, p. 422). We also design an approximate algorithm
for another NP-hard problem which is a dual of the well-known NP-hard problem of 3nding
a densest k-subgraph of a graph (see J. Algorithms 34 (2000) 203; Proceedings of the 34th
Annual Symposium on Foundations of Computer Science, 1993, p. 692). Our algorithms are
based on submodular function and are implementable in polynomial time using e6cient network
<ow based subroutines. To the best of our knowledge our algorithms are the 3rst ones to use
submodular functions based approach for the problems considered here. We also describe the
experimental results which provide the evidence of our heuristic for improving the ratioCut.
? 2002 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Partitioning the vertex set of a graph is of immense importance in many applications
such as circuit partitioning. Circuit partitioning is the task of dividing a circuit into
smaller components. Such requirements arise naturally in various VLSI applications,
e.g. to divide a circuit into blocks that are then implemented on separate components
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or modules, such as printed circuit boards, FPGAs or chips [15]. The objective is to
divide the circuit into blocks such that each component falls within prescribed sizes
and the complexity of connections between these components is reduced. Partitioning
is also of critical importance in many other 3elds. In this paper, we mainly present
new theoretical and experimental results of a strategy that aims at improving a given
partition of the vertex set into two parts.
Furthermore there are several natural and practical situations, in which given a
“good” partition in the sense of “small” interconnections, we may still be required
to meet the constraints that each block should not have more than certain number of
interconnections. One may “prune” the blocks by removing appropriate parts of each
block of the partition such that the interconnection constraints are met. The removed
parts of the blocks can likely be economically accommodated on cheaper modules of
programmable logic devices. A natural question arises: how to 3nd a subset of vertices
of a block so that the required improvement in the interconnections results on removal
of the above subset from the block? In this paper we also discuss the related problem
of identifying a subset of k vertices (k speci3ed a priori!) of a graph such that the size
of the set of edges incident on these vertices is minimum. Such a subset would be a
good candidate for being removed from the block. We will show that this problem is
NP-hard and proceed to give a 2-approximate polynomial time algorithm for it. We
can also recognize if the solution output by this algorithm for an instance is indeed an
optimal one, too!
We use the following notation. G(V; E; wv; we) denotes an undirected graph with
vertex set (or node set) V , edge set E and positive weight assignments wv(:) and we(:)
on the vertex set and edge set, respectively.
Remark 1. Throughout this paper, the node weights wv(:) and the edge weights we(:)
are strictly positive unless otherwise mentioned.
We use 
(U ) to denote the set of edges having exactly one endpoint in the vertex
subset U ⊆ V . The cut cost of a block V ′ is we(
(V ′)). The cut cost of a partition 
of V is de3ned as 12
∑
N∈ we(
(N )). Multi-way graph partitioning (i.e. computing a
partition into k blocks whose cut-cost is smallest) is known to be NP-hard [12].
We call (V1; V2) a bipartition of V if V1; V2 = ∅; V1∩V2 =∅ and V1∪V2 =V . 2-way
partitioning (also called “bipartitioning”) of graphs is a well researched problem as
many of the practical k-way partitioning strategies make use of bipartitioning in a
recursive manner.
Although typically the bipartitions are required to be balanced (in the sense of both
the parts having similar weights of their vertex sets), very often it may be desired
to have a possibly unbalanced partition that is more “natural” (in the sense of the
small value of ratio of the cut value of a block to its weight). The above-mentioned
“naturalness” is captured by the well-known concept of ratioCut (see [1,14]).
The ratioCut for ∅ = W ⊂ V is de3ned as follows:
ratioCut(W ) =
we(
(W ))
wv(W )wv(V −W ) :
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Note that the notion of the ratioCut as de3ned above is really associated with the cor-
responding bipartition. We also call ratioCut(W ) as the ratioCut of the corresponding
bipartitions, i.e. (W;V − W ) or (V − W;W ). In [1], the authors use the concept of
“scaled cost” which specializes to the concept of “ratioCut” for 2-way partition.
The problem of 3nding a bipartition into equal sized vertex subsets that minimizes
the cut-cost is NP-hard (see for details [15]). Similarly the problem of 3nding a
bipartition, say (V1; V2) of the node set V , that minimizes the ratioCut(V1) is also
NP-hard (see for details [14]).
We present a new global approach for the problem of improving upon a given
bipartition in the sense of smaller ratioCut. Motivation and justi3cation is based on
submodular function minimization and the Principal Partition approach (cf. [8,16]).
In particular, we formulate and solve a ratio-optimization problem and solve it using
theory of Principal Partition. We may note that ratio-optimization problems have been
widely researched in several diOerent contexts (see [4,8,9,13,18]).
Earlier work in this area typically used graph theoretic approach based on iterative
improvements (see for details [15]). A survey of heuristics based on graph theoretic or
combinatorial approach may be found in [15]. Spectral methods are also popular (see
for instance, [1,2]). The problem of r-way partitioning has already been theoretically
investigated in [17] using submodular function based approaches.
Fiduccia–Matheyses (F–M) method (see for details [15]) and its variants are among
the most popular and eOective methods for the problem of improving bipartitions of
a graph. They attempt improvement in each iteration by doing a local search. They
typically make use of the following kind of information: Gain(u) = the amount of
reduction in the cut value if u is moved across the other block. Thus, we note that
the logic that is based on the above concept has its limitations and methods such F–M
method tend to stall at a local optimum.
We investigate a combinatorial generalization of the concept of Gain(:) to arbitrary
subsets of V1 or V2. Given a graph G(V; E; wv; we), and a bipartition (V1; V2), we de3ne
for a subset U of either V1 or V2, GGain(U ) = the amount of reduction in the cut
value if U is moved across to the other block.
We shall show in this paper that the concept of GGain (read, “generalized-gain”)
leads us to a formulation involving minimization over submodular functions for which
e6cient algorithms are known. We mainly use ideas from the theory of principal
partition. The investigations of this 3eld are described in [8,16]. We also use ideas
from the literature on “fractional programming” [5].
1.1. Identifying weakly linked subset of vertices
Now we formally describe the problem that has implications in devising strategies
for pruning blocks of a given partition. We begin with some more notation. E(U ) is
de3ned as the set of edges having both the endpoints in U . (U ) is de3ned as the set
of edges having at least one of the endpoints in U . Note that (U ) = E − E(V −U ).
The problem of 3nding densest k-subgraph is to 3nd, for a given k, a subset U ⊆ V ,
with |U | = k, that maximizes |E(U )|. This problem is NP-hard as clique-decision
problem can be reduced to it. Indeed, this problem of 3nding a densest k-subgraph
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remains NP-hard under several simplifying assumptions about the graph. Approximate
algorithms are not yet known for this problem in the case of general graphs (see [3,7]).
The problem of 3nding a weakest linked k-vertex subset is to 3nd, for a given k, a
subset U ⊆ V , with |U |= k, that minimizes |(U )|. Noting the duality between (:)
and E(:) it is clear that this problem is NP-hard, too.
We shall demonstrate the use of submodular functions in designing an approximate
algorithm for the weakest linked k-vertex subset problem. This is signi3cant in view
of the above-mentioned absence of approximate algorithms for dual problem of 3nding
a densest k-subgraph.
2. Preliminaries and notation
Let f : 2V → R be a given function. f is said to be normalized if f(∅) = 0. The
function f is submodular i6 f(X ) + f(Y )¿f(X ∪ Y ) + f(X ∩ Y ) ∀X; Y ⊆ V . f is
supermodular i6 −f is submodular. And f is modular i6 it is both submodular and
supermodular.
The function |
(:)| : 2V → R is a submodular function. The function we(
(:)) :
2V → R is also a submodular function as we¿ 0. Let f(:) denote the function
we(
(:)) −  ∗ wv(:). The function |(:)| is also submodular and the function |E(:)| is
supermodular.
Let g : 2S → R be a submodular (supermodular) function and let w(:) be a weight
function on S. Then the principal partition of (g; w) (or of g, if w is clear from the
context), is the collection of all sets which minimize (maximize) g(X )−∗w(X ); X ⊆
S;  real.
For more details on submodular functions and the theory of principal partition, the
reader is referred to [6,8,16].
3. A Formulation involving optimization of submodular functions
We begin with a following straightforward modeling of the concept of GGain(:)
using the well-known submodular function we(
(:)).
Proposition 2. Let (V1; V2) be a bipartition of G(V; E; wv; we). For U ⊆ V1,
GGain(U )=we(
(V1))−we(
(V1−U )). Similarly for U ⊆ V2, GGain(U )=we(
(V2))−
we(
(V2 − U )).
For a nonempty U that is a subset of either V1 or V2, we de3ne averageGain in a
natural way as follows: averageGain(U ) = GGain(U )=wv(U ).
Problem 3. We consider the natural problem of :nding nonempty Uˆ ⊆ V1 that max-
imizes the averageGain over all nonempty subsets of V1. Similarly, we may consider
the same problem on V2.
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Denition 4. Given a bipartition (V1; V2), let (G(V; E; wv; we); V1) denote the max-
imum averageGain attained over the nonempty subsets of V1. Similarly we de3ne
(G(V; E; wv; we); V2). We use  as an abbreviation whenever the graph and the block
of the bipartition is clear from the context.
Since the above problem is a ratio-optimization problem, we borrow the relevant
ideas from [5,8] and consider the following problem:
Problem 5. For each real , :nd subsets that solve
min
U⊆V1
(we(
(U ))−  ∗ wv(U )):
The above problem is that of computing the principal partition of (we(
(:)); wv(:))
Similar problem may be de3ned for V2. We shall focus w.l.o.g. on V1 only. The case
of V2 is symmetrical.
Proposition 6. ˆ = (G(V; E; wv; we); V1) iO ˆ is such that ∃ a proper subset Z ⊂ V1
satisfying
min
U⊆V1
(we(
(U ))− ˆ ∗ wv(U ))
=we(
(V1))− ˆ ∗ wv(V1)
=we(
(Z))− ˆ ∗ wv(Z):
Proof (Only if part). Let ∅ = W ⊆ V1 be such that
ˆ=  =
we(
(V1))− we(
(V1 −W ))
wv(W )
:
We claim that Z = V1 −W proves the “only if” part of this proposition. Indeed,
we(
(V1))− ˆ ∗ wv(V1) = we(
(v1 −W ))− ˆ ∗ wv(V1 −W ): (1)
Furthermore, for any U ⊂ V1,
ˆ=
we(
(V1))− we(
(V1 −W ))
wv(W )
¿
we(
(V1))− we(
(U ))
wv(V1 − U ) ;
thus implying
(we(
(V1))− ˆ ∗ wv(V1))6 (we(
(U ))− ˆ ∗ wv(U )): (2)
Thus it follows from (1) and (2) that the claim Z = V1 −W proves “only if” part of
this proposition.
(If part) Let ˆ and Z ⊂ V1 be as in the hypothesis. Need to show that ˆ= . Note
that for any ∅ = W ,
(we(
(V1))− ˆ ∗ wv(V1))6 (we(
(V1 −W ))− ˆ ∗ wv(V1 −W )) (3)
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implying
we(
(V1))− we(
(V1 −W ))
wv(W )
6 ˆ=
we(
(V1))− we(
(Z))
wv(V1 − Z) :
Thus ˆ is indeed equal to (G(V; E; wv; we); V1).
Now we shall note the signi3cance of the concept of maximum averageGain for
designing a strategy to improve the ratioCut.
Proposition 7. Let G(V; E; wv; we) be a graph with a given bipartition (V1; V−V1). Let
Uˆ be a nonempty proper subset of V1 such that (G(V; E; wv; we); V1) = (we(
(V1))−
we(
(V1 − Uˆ )))=wv(Uˆ ). Then ratioCut (V1 − Uˆ )¡ ratioCut(V1).
Proof.
we(
(V1))− we(
(V1 − Uˆ ))
wv(Uˆ )
¿
we(
(V1))− we(
(V1 − V1))
wv(V1)
:
This may be rewritten as
we(
(V1))− we(
(V1 − Uˆ ))
wv(V1)− wv(V1 − Uˆ )
¿
we(
(V1))
wv(V1)
:
The above implies we(
(V1−Uˆ ))=wv(V1−Uˆ )6we(
(V1))=wv(V1). This clearly implies
that ratioCut(V1 − Uˆ )¡ratioCut(V1), as wv(V − V1)¡wv(V − (V1 − Uˆ )).
The proposition may also be seen to follow as a corollary to Lemma 11. Thus
the submodular function optimization introduced above helps in improvement in the
ratioCut in a “global manner” using the generalized concept of GGain(), as compared
to the improvements attempted by strategies which make use of the “local” concept of
Gain(:).
In the later sections we shall see that the above formulation indeed gives a lot more
information useful for improving the ratioCut.
4. An algorithm to improve ratioCut
In this section, we present and justify a new algorithm for improving a 2-way circuit
partitioning in the sense of the well-known measure of ratioCut. We will need to know
the following relevant properties [8,16] of Principal Partition to justify our scheme.
4.1. Some relevant properties of principal partition
Recall the de3nition of principal partition given in Section 2. We shall consider, in
particular, the principal partition of (we(
(:)); wv(:)) (with the function we(
(:)) de3ned
on the subsets of V1). Recall that f denotes the function we(
(:))−  ∗wv(:), de3ned
on subsets of V1.
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Some properties of the principal partition which are relevant to this paper are as
follows [8,16]:
(1) There is a unique maximal set X  and a unique minimal set X at which f
reaches the minimum over the subsets of V1. We call these sets critical sets in
the principal partition of (we(
(:)); wv) for G(V; E; wv; we) and V1 ⊆ V . Thus every
subset that minimizes f is contained in X  and contains X.
(2) If 1¡2, it can be shown that X 1 ⊆ X2 . Thus all the critical sets form a
“nested” sequence w.r.t. inclusion.
(3) For not more than |V1| values of ; X = X . Such values are called critical values
in the above principal partition of (we(
(:)); wv).
(4) Let 1¡2¡3 : : :¡ t be the sequence of all critical values.
Then X i=Xi+1 for i=1; 2; : : : ; t−1, and X1 =∅; X t=V1. The sequence X1 ⊂ X2 ⊂
· · · ⊂ Xt ⊂ X t is called the principal sequence of function we(
(:)) for G(V; E; wv; we)
and V1 ⊆ V .
Noting the de3nition of the largest critical value in the above mentioned principal
sequence, we get the following corollary to Proposition 6. We also note that the fol-
lowing result may be considered implicit in the general result on ratio- optimization
by Fujishige [8].
Corollary 8. (G(V; E; wv; we); V1) is equal to the largest critical value in the principal
partition of (we(
(:)); wv(:)) for G(V; E; wv; we) and V1 ⊆ V .
We may also note the following trivial observation:
Proposition 9. All the critical values associated with the principal partition of
(we(
(:)); wv(:)) for G(V; E; wv; we) and V1 ⊆ V are non-negative.
Proof. Note that due to the positivity of the weights, ∅ solves minU⊆V1 (we(
(U )) −
 ∗ wv(U )) for  = 0. One of the properties of the principal partition being consid-
ered here states that 1¡2 implies X 1 ⊆ X2 . This clearly implies that for ¡ 0,
minU⊆V1 (we(
(U ))−  ∗wv(U ))is attained only at ∅. Thus a negative value cannot be
a critical value.
4.2. The algorithm
A high level description of our algorithm that attempts to improve ratioCut is as
follows:
(1) Let V1; V2 denote the two blocks of the given bipartition.
◦ Compute the principal sequence of wv(
(:)) for the given G(V; E; wv; we) and
V1 ⊆ V .
◦ Compute the principal sequence of wv(
(:)) for the given G(V; E; wv; we) and
V2 ⊆ V .
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(2) For each of the nonempty subsets, say X , in either of the above two principle
sequences, if (X; V − X ) is not the same as (V1; V2) and (V2; V1) then output
(X; V − X ) as a bipartition whose ratioCut is strictly lower (i.e. better) than that
of (V1; V2).
(3) For each pair of nonempty subsets (one from each of the above two principal
sequences), compute a minimum cut separating these two subsets. Let (Y; V − Y )
be the minimum cut obtained. Output (Y; V − Y ) if it is not already output and is
diOerent from (V1; V2) and (V2; V1). The ratioCut of the above bipartition (Y; V−Y )
is strictly lower than that of (V1; V2).
We note that the above algorithm may fail to 3nd an improved bipartition, as there
exists a possibility of nonexistence of any nonempty proper subsets (of V1 and V2,
respectively) in either of the two principal sequences used in the above algorithm.
However, later in this paper, we show that in most of our experiments with benchmark
graphs, this algorithm did manage to 3nd at least one improved bipartition.
4.3. Computing the required principal sequence
Specializing the generic algorithm to compute the principal sequence of a given
submodular function [16], we can compute the principal sequence of we(
(:)) for
G(V; E; wv; we) and V1 ⊆ V , by O(|V1|) invocations of the sub-routine that computes
the smallest or largest subset that minimizes f(:) over the subsets of V1.
We shall now de3ne a <ow network that will be used to 3nd the smallest set that
minimizes f(:) over the subsets of V1. We also recall that all the critical values in
this principal partition are nonnegative (see Proposition 9).
Our <ow network model is as follows: Given a graph G(V; E; wv; we), a subset V1 ⊆
V and a real nonnegative number , we de3ne a <ow network FL(V; E; wv; we; V1; )
as follows:
FL(V; E; wv; we; V1; ) consists of nodes representing source s, sink t (with s; t ∈ V )
and nodes in V1. The arcs of the above network are as follows:
{(s; u); (u; t)|u∈V1}
and
{(u; v); (v; u)|u; v∈V1 are connected by an edge in G}:
The capacities on arcs are as follows,
cap(s; u) =  ∗ wv(u) ∀u∈V1;
cap(u; t) =
∑
(u;v)∈E;u∈V1 ;v ∈V1
we((u; v)) ∀u∈V1;
cap(u; v) = we(e′) where e′ connects u; v in G:
Any cut partitions the node set of the <ow network in two parts, one of which has the
source as one of its members and the other has the sink as one of its members. The
set of nodes containing the source (sink) is called s-part (t-part) of the cut.
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Given U ⊆ V1 we de3ne in FL(V; E; wv; we; V1; ); cut(U ) as the cut whose s-part is
{s} ∪ U .
To 3nd the smallest set that minimizes f(:) over the subsets of V1 , a maximum
<ow (see [11]) in the network FL(V; E; wv; we; V1; ) is constructed. Then the minimum
cut that has the smallest s-part is constructed. For this purpose, a breadth 3rst search
that starts at the source s and which traverses all the unsaturated arcs in the forward
direction and all arcs with nonzero <ow in the reverse direction, is performed. Similar
approach would yield the minimum cut with the largest s-part (general results on
the structure of minimum cuts separating a source and a sink are due to Picard and
Queyeranne, see [16,19] for details).
The following simple lemma justi3es our approach.
Lemma 10. Let W be a subset of V1. Then capacity (cut(W )) = f(W ) + ∗wv(V1).
Thus we have a subroutine that computes the smallest or largest subset that minimizes
f(:) over subsets of V1. We can therefore compute the principal sequence of we(
(:))
for G(V; E; wv; we) and V1 ⊆ V , by O(|V1|) invocations of the above subroutine on
<ow-networks with O(|V1|) nodes and O(|E|) arcs.
But indeed, a straightforward application of the well-known results of [10] on para-
metric network <ow computations one can see that the principal sequence of we(
(:))
for G(V; E; wv; we) and V1 ⊆ V can be computed in time O(|V1‖E| log(|V1|2=|E|)), i.e.
in time required for a single maximum <ow computation.
4.4. Justi:cation of algorithm
We 3rst establish that any critical set in the principal sequence that is nonempty and
a proper subset of V1 will “help us” in improving the ratioCut. Indeed, the following
lemma says that every nonempty proper subset of V1 in the principal partition, being
considered here, will help in improving the ratioCut.
Lemma 11. Let G(V; E; wv; we) be a given graph and let V1 ⊆ V . Let U ′ be a subset
that minimizes we(
(:))−  ∗ wv(:) over the subsets of V1. If ∅ = U ′ ⊂ V1 then,
ratioCut(U ′)¡ratioCut(V1):
Proof. We have
0 = we(
(∅))−  ∗ wv(∅)¿we(
(U ′))−  ∗ wv(U ′)
6we(
(V1))−  ∗ wv(v1): (4)
From the above we get(
− we(
(U
′))
wv(U ′)
)
¿ 0: (5)
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Rewriting part of Eq. (4) we get(
− we(
(U
′))
wv(U ′)
)
∗ wv(U ′)¿
(
− we(
(V1))
wv(V1)
)
∗ wv(V1): (6)
As (−we(
(U ′))=wv(U ′)¿ 0 and wv(V1)¿wv(U ′)¿ 0 (due to positivity of weights),
we get(
− we(
(U
′))
wv(U ′)
)
¿
(
− we(
(V1))
wv(V1)
)
; (7)
thus implying
we(
(U ′))
wv(U ′)
6
we(
(V1))
wv(V1)
: (8)
Now, as U
′
is a proper subset of V1, and the weights are positive,
ratioCut(U ′)¡ratioCut(V1):
In fact, we can establish even a stronger property about the ratioCuts and the subsets
in the principal partition.
Lemma 12. If X1 ⊂ X2 are both in the principal partition of (we(
(:)); wv(:)) for
V1 ⊂ V , then ratioCut(X1)¡ratioCut(X2).
Proof. Clearly, it su6ces to prove that we(
(X1))=wv(X1)6we(
(X2))=wv(X2). This is
indeed implied by a more general result in [16]. But for the sake of completeness of
the presentation, we provide a direct proof.
Let 1; 2 be such that
we(
(X1))− 1 ∗ wv(X1) = min
U⊆V1
(we(
(U ))− 1 ∗ wv(U ))
and
we(
(X2))− 2 ∗ wv(X2) = min
U⊆V2
(we(
(U ))− 2 ∗ wv(U )):
As k1¡k2 implies X k1 ⊆ Xk2 ; X1 ⊂ X2 implies 16 2. Leg g(:) denote we(
(:)).
We have, g(X1)−1∗wv(X1)6 g(X2)−1∗wv(X2) and g(X2)−2∗wv(X2)6 g(X1)−
2 ∗ wv(X1). The above implies
16
g(X2)− g(X1)
wv(X2)− wv(X1)6 2:
We also note that g(X1)−1 ∗wv(X1)6 g(∅)−1 ∗wv(∅), implying g(X1)=wv(X1)6 1.
Let ( denote g(X1)=wv(X1). Thus (6 1.
Now to show that ratioCut(X1)¡ratioCut(X2), it su6ces to show that g(X2)=
wv(X2)¿ (, as wv(V −X1)¿wv(V −X2). Suppose the contrary, i.e. g(X2)=wv(X2)¡(.
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This would mean
16
g(X2)− g(X1)
wv(X2)− wv(X1) ¡(;
a contradiction.
The following lemma shows that we could get a better ratioCut if we use maxi-
mum <ow-minimum cut to separate to pair of critical sets in the principal sequences
associated with V1 and its complement, i.e. V2.
Lemma 13. Let G(V; E; wv; we) be a given graph and let (V1; V2) be a bipartition of V .
Let U1 be a nonempty subset in the principal sequence of we(
(:)) for G(V; E; we; wv)
and subset V1. Let U2 be a nonempty subset in the principal sequence of we(
(:)) for
G(V; E; we; wv) and subset V2 = V − V1.
Let (X; V − X ) be a minimum-cut separating U1 and U2, with U1 ⊆ X and U2 ⊆
V − X . Then,
ratioCut(X )6max{ratioCut(U1); ratioCut(U2)}
6 ratioCut(V1):
The inequality in the above is strict if X = U1 and V − X = U2.
Proof. Observe that
we(
(X ))6min{we(
(U1)); we(
(U2))}: (9)
First we consider the case that wv(U1)6wv(U2). Since (X; V − X ) is a cut separating
U1 and U2,
wv(X )¿wv(U1) (10)
and
wv(V − X )¿wv(U2): (11)
Inequality (11) implies wv(X )6wv(V −U2)6wv(V −U1). The last inequality in the
above follows from our assumption in this case that wv(U1)6wv(U2).
Thus wv(U1)6wv(X )6wv(V−U1). From this it is easy to see that wv(U1)∗wv(V−
U1)6wv(X )∗wv(V −X ). Now from the above observation and inequality 9 it follows
that ratioCut(X )6 ratioCut(U1).
Considering the symmetrical case of wv(U2)6wv(U1) in a similar manner, the as-
sertion in the lemma follows.
It is clear that if there exists a nonempty subset W ⊆ V1 satisfying we(
(W ))=
wv(W )¡we(
(V1))=wv(V1), then ratioCut(W )¡ratioCut(V1), i.e. there is scope of
improving the ratioCut. We note using the following that our algorithm would indeed
in such a case 3nd an improved bipartition.
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Lemma 14. Let G(V; E; wv; we) be a given graph and let (V1; V2) be a bipartition of
V. Suppose there exists a nonempty subset W of V1 such that
we(
(W ))
wv(W )
¡
we(
(V1))
wv(V1)
: (12)
Further let
ˆ=
we(
(V1))
wv(V1)
: (13)
Then the largest subset, say Z, of V1 that solves
min
U⊆V1
(we(
(U ))− ˆ ∗ wv(U )) (14)
is such that
ratioCut(Z)¡ratioCut(V1):
Proof. Clearly, we(
(W ))− ˆ∗wv(W )¡ 0. Thus neither ∅ nor V1 minimizes we(
(:))−
ˆ ∗ wv(:) over the subsets of V1, implying there is a nonempty proper subset of V1 in
the principle sequence. So the largest subset Z that minimizes we(
(:))− ˆ ∗wv(:) over
the subsets of V1 is a nonempty and proper subset of V1. The assertion now follows
from Lemma 11.
It is clear from the above proof that, if we want to 3nd an improved bipartition
without computing the whole principal sequence, then we could make use of the above
ˆ. Indeed, if there exists a nonempty proper subset of V1 in the Principal Sequence
considered here, one such subset is the largest subset that solves minU⊆V1 (we(
(U ))−
ˆ ∗ wv(U )).
For the practical utility of this observation in view of inaccuracy in <oating point
arithmetic, we shall show in the next lemma that our above idea of using ˆ =
we(
(V1))=wv(V1) is robust.
Lemma 15. Let G(V; E; wv; we) be a given graph and let (V1; V2) be a bipartition of
V. Suppose there exists a nonempty subset W of V1 such that
we(
(W ))
wv(W )
¡
we(
(V1))
wv(V1)
: (15)
Then there exists a (nonempty) open interval (′; ′′) such that the largest subset,
say Z, of V1 that solves
min
U⊆V1
(we(
(U ))−  ∗ wv(U )) (16)
for any ∈ (′; ′′) is such that
ratioCut(Z)¡ratioCut(V1):
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Proof. Choose ˆ=we(
(V1))=wv(V1). Clearly, we(
(W ))− ˆ∗wv(W )¡ 0. Thus neither
∅ nor V1 minimizes we(
(:)) − ˆ ∗ wv(:) over the subsets of V1, implying there is a
nonempty proper subset of V1 in the Principal Sequence. Thus the Principal Sequence
consists of at least 3 critical sets, therefore the smallest and largest critical values, say
′ and ′′ are distinct. From the properties of the Principal Sequence mentioned in an
earlier section, for any ∈ (′; ′′); X  is a nonempty and proper subset of V1. The
rest follows from Lemma 11.
5. The case of failure to nd an improved bipartition
5.1. A performance guarantee
We have already noted in the earlier sections (see Lemma 11 and discussion around
it!) that presence of a nonempty proper subset of V1 in the Principal Sequence of
we(
(:)) for G(V; E; wv; we) and V1 ⊆ V , would mean that we can use such a set to
improve the ratioCut.
On the other hand, absence of any nonempty proper subset of V1 in the principal
sequence of we(
(:)) for G(V; E; wv; we) and V1 ⊆ V also oOers the following perfor-
mance guarantee.
Proposition 16. Let G(V; E; wv; we) be a given connected simple graph with posi-
tive edge weights given by we(:) and nonegative node weights given by wv(:). Let
(V1; V −V1) be a given bipartition of V satisfying wv(V1) = 0 and wv(V − V1) = 0.
If there is no nonempty and proper subset of V1 in the Principal Sequence of
we(
(:)) for G(V; E; wv; we) and V1 ⊆ V , then
ratioCut(V1)6 ( ∗ min∅=W⊆V1 ratioCut(W )
where (= wv(V )=wv(V − V1).
Proof. Let ˆ = we(
(V1))=wv(V1). From the hypothesis of this proposition that there
is no nonempty and proper subset of V1 in the principal sequence of we(
(:)) for
G(V; E; wv; we) and V1 ⊆ V , it follows that
min
W⊆V1
(we(
(W ))− ˆ ∗ wv(W )) = 0: (17)
For otherwise, minW⊆V1 (we(
(W ))− ˆ∗wv(W )) = 0. And as (we(
(V1))− ˆ∗wv(V1))=
(we(
(∅)) − ˆ ∗ wv(∅)) = 0, it clearly implies that neither ∅ nor V1 solve
minW⊆V1 (we(
(W )) − ˆ ∗ wv(W )). This clearly implies that there exists a nonempty
and proper subset of V1 in the principal sequence of we(
(:)) for G(V; E; wv; we) and
V1 ⊆ V , which contradicts the hypothesis.
Now for ∅ = W ⊆ V1,
ratioCut(W ) =
we(
(W ))
wv(W ) ∗ wv(V −W )¿
ˆ
wv(V −W ) :
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The above follows as we(
(W ))− ˆ ∗wv(W )¿ 0 (which itself follows from Eq. (17)),
which implies that we(
(W ))=wv(W )¿ ˆ. As wv(V −W )6wv(V ), we get
ratioCut(W )¿
ˆ
wv(V )
:
Using the following trivial identity,
ratioCut(V1) =
ˆ
wv(V − V1) :
that follows from the de3nition of ˆ, we get
ratioCut(W )¿ ratioCut(V1) ∗ wv(V − V1)wv(V ) :
Choice of (= wv(V )=wv(V − V1) proves the proposition.
The above performance guarantee is signi3cant as the following section shows the
related problem is NP-hard.
5.2. NP-hardness of constrained weighted sparsest cut problem
Constrained weighted sparsest cut problem is stated as follows:
Let G(V; E; wv; we) be a given graph with wv(:)¿ 0 and we(:)¿ 0: Furthermore, we
assume that the graph is connected (i.e. we(
(P))¿ 0 ∀∅ = P ⊆ V ). Let ∅ = U ⊂ V
be a speci3ed vertex subset. Solve
min
∅=W⊆U
ratioCut(W ):
We show that this problem is NP-hard by reducing the known NP-hard problem of
computing sparsest cut [14], that is, solving
min
∅=W⊆V ′
ratioCut(W )
in a connected simple graph (i.e. a graph without loops and parallel edges) G′(V ′; E′)
with unit edge and node weights.
We reduce the above sparsest cut problem to the constrained weighted sparsest cut
problem. Let G(V; E; wv; we) be a given graph with wv(:) = 1 and we(:) = 1 for all
vertices and edges respectively. Furthermore, we assume that the graph is connected.
Let G′(V ′; E′; w′v; w
′
e) be obtained from the above graph by adding a complete sub-
graph on V ′−V in which each edge has in3nite weight and one of the nodes in V ′−V
is connected to one of the nodes in V by an in3nite weight edge. Each node in V ′−V
has appropriately small weight.
It is easy to see that, by solving constrained weighted sparsest cut problem on this
augmented graph while specifying the subset V of V ′, we get a solution to sparsest
cut problem.
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As the above reduction is clearly a polynomial time reduction, constrained weighted
sparsest cut problem is NP-hard.
6. Computational results
We tested part of our approach on benchmark circuits. We used a subset of ACM/
SIGDA benchmarks (available via World Wide Web at http://ballade.cs.ucla.edu/
cheese). We obtained a good initial bipartition using the standard Fiduccia–Matheyses
(FM) method. For each block of the bipartition, we attempted to compute only one set
in principal sequence (as described in Lemma 14).
Table 1 shows that even this was consistently enough to produce signi3cantly better
bipartitions in the sense of the ratioCut. The column FM-RatioCut shows the ratioCut
of the bipartition found by FM method. The columns RatioCut1 and RatioCut2 show
the values of the ratioCuts obtained by our algorithm described in Section 4.2 which
attempts to 3nd a set, each in the principal partition of the (we(
(:)); wv(:)) on V1 and
V2, respectively.
Table 1
Circuit FM-RatioCut RatioCut1 RatioCut2
prim 1 6.062 1.734 2.645
prim 1 4.733 2.825 3.853
prim 1 5.852 5.394 2.517
prim 2 1.002 0.397
test02 2.834 1.651 2.243
test02 2.836 1.839 2.660
test02 2.352 0.999 2.049
test03 2.731 1.166 1.455
test03 2.543 1.352 2.162
test03 1.737 1.528 1.321
test03 2.666 1.724 1.915
test03 1.750 1.353 1.237
test04 3.400 2.429 1.411
test04 2.316 1.819 1.112
test04 2.707 1.799 1.759
test04 2.177 1.564 1.315
test04 1.576 0.804 1.118
test05 1.431 0.817 1.122
test05 1.515 0.647 0.771
test05 1.319 0.842 1.094
Note. The ratioCuts are scaled up by 104.
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7. Application of submodular functions to weakest linked k-vertex subset problem
In this section we describe a new polynomial time approach that 3nds 2-approximate
solutions to the weakest linked k-vertex subset problem for the given unweighted graph
G(V; E). We recall that the problem weakest linked k-vertex subset for a graph G(V; E),
i.e. solving minU⊆V; |U |=k |(U )| for a speci3ed k, is NP-hard.
Given an unweighted and undirected graph G(V; E), we consider the principal par-
tition of |(:) | (|(:)| is a submodular function). The principal partition of (:) is the
collection of subsets that solve
min
U⊆V
(|(U )| −  ∗ |U |)
for some real .
From the theory of principal partition of submodular function [20] (see also for
details [8,16]), it is clear that, ∃ a unique nested sequence
∅= U0 ⊂ U1 ⊂ U2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ut = V
and an associated unique sequence of reals (called critical values)
1¡2¡3¡ · · ·¡t
satisfying Ui−1 and Ui are smallest and largest (respectively) subsets that solve
min
U⊆V
(|(U )| − i ∗ |U |):
Once again using the generic algorithm to compute the principal sequence of a given
submodular function [16], we can compute the above nested sequence of subsets of
vertices, i.e.
∅= U0 ⊂ U1 ⊂ U2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ut = V
by O(|V |) invocations of the subroutine that computes smallest or largest subset that
solves
min
U⊆V
(|(U )| −  ∗ |U |):
It is easy to see that a network <ow approach (similar to ones used by Gallo [10])
can be used to develop the above mentioned subroutine. Thus the time complexity
of the minimization subroutine is equivalent to that of a single invocation of that of
computing maximum <ow in a <ow network of size same as that of G(V; E) (see [11]).
7.1. An approximation algorithm
The following straightforward result shows that principal partition provides optimal
solutions to some instances of this NP-hard problem.
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Proposition 17. Let Uˆ be in the Principal Partition of |(:)|. Then Uˆ is an optimal
solution to weakest linked k-vertex subset problem for k = |Uˆ |.
Proof. Let  be such that
|(Uˆ )| −  ∗ |Uˆ |= min
U⊆V
(|(U )| −  ∗ |U |):
This implies
|(Uˆ )| −  ∗ |Uˆ |= min
U⊆V;|U |=|Uˆ |
(|(U )| −  ∗ |U |):
Thus
|(Uˆ )|= min
U⊆V;|U |=k
|(U )|:
Next, we show how an approximate solution could be found to the problem of
weakest linked k-vertex subset for an arbitrary integer k.
Let k be the given integer. Let U0 ⊂ U1 ⊂ U2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ut and 1¡2¡
3¡ · · ·¡t be as above.
Let |Up−1|6 k ¡ |Up|. In the case where |Up−1| = k, we know from Proposition
17 that Up−1 is indeed an optimal solution.
Consider the case |Up−1|¡k¡ |Up|.
Let {(1; (2; : : : ; (q}= Up − Up−1 be assumed to be ordered so that
|
((j) ∩ E(V − Up−1)|6 |
((j+1) ∩ E(V − Up−1)|
for j = 1; 2; : : : ; q− 1.
k−|Up−1|∑
j=1
|
((j) ∩ E(V − Up−1)|
6
k − |Up−1|
|Up| − |Up−1| ∗
|Up|−|Up−1|∑
j=1
|
((j) ∩ E(V − Up−1)|
6
k − |Up−1|
|Up| − |Up−1| ∗ 2 ∗ (|(Up)− |(Up−1)|)
6 2 ∗ p ∗ (k − |Up−1|):
But
|(Up−1) ∪ {(1; (2; : : : ; (k − |Up−1|})|
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6 |(Up−1)|+
k−|Up−1|∑
j=1
|
((j) ∩ E(V − Up−1)|
6 |(Up−1)|+ 2 ∗ p ∗ (k − |Up−1|): (18)
However, from the properties of principal partition it is easy to see that (see [16]),
Proposition 18. Let k be the given integer and let U0 ⊂ U1 ⊂ U2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ut and
1¡2¡3¡ · · ·¡t be as directed above. Then
min
U⊆V;|U |=k
|(U )|¿ |(Up−1)|+ p ∗ (k − |Up−1|):
Proof. For any U ⊆ V with |U |= k,
|(U )| − p ∗ k = |(U )| − p ∗ |U |¿ |(Up−1)| − p ∗ |(Up−1)|:
That is, for any subset U ⊆ V with |U |= k,
|(U )|¿ |(Up−1)|+ p ∗ (k − |Up−1|):
Thus from relation (18) and the above Proposition 18, the following theorem is
obtained.
Theorem 19. Up−1 ∪ {(1; (2; : : : ; (k−|Up−1|} as above, is a 2-approximate solution to
the weakest linked k-vertex subset problem.
8. Conclusion
We have shown the applications of submodular functions to some NP-hard prob-
lems arising in the context of VLSI Design Automation. Our algorithms are based on
the theory of submodular functions. They possess strong combinatorial <avor and are
e6ciently implementable using network <ow based subroutines.
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